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RESPONSES FROM THE FIELD

In an effort to encourage dialogue and reflection on matters of common concern and interest, we invite responses on selected articles from other educators, who engage the text critically and offer some reflections about its utility and validity.

LORI MOREAU
Principal, Father Anglim Academy, Fort Meyers, Florida

Jesus, the master teacher, reached out to the marginalized of society. Catholic social teaching mandates, therefore, that we continue this educational model in our Catholic schools and make every effort possible to provide a high quality education for students with learning differences. This is both a clear mission of the Church and an ongoing challenge, as DeFiore (2006) aptly describes. As with all objectives set forth by the various ministries of the Church, the extent to which we are successful rests largely with the overall level of commitment to the particular mission. Although the bishops have indicated their support, the financial realities of providing services for children with special needs in our Catholic schools is a major barrier to building effective programs. In addition to financial challenges, Catholic schools are limited in their capacity to meet the needs of a diverse population of learners due to an underlying belief on the part of many Catholic educators that children with special needs would be better served elsewhere.

As DeFiore points out, many innovative diocesan and school-level initiatives have been put in place and participating schools have had a fair amount of success in meeting individual needs. Sadly, DeFiore indicates that the average number of students with special needs per Catholic school is only 15. Given that approximately 11% of the general school population presents with a learning difference, of which 75% are diagnosed with a specific learning disability, this is an extremely poor show of support for this category of learners. It is arguably the students with learning disabilities that Catholic schools are most likely to be successful serving, given the strong emphasis on community.

Dioceses and schools that have attempted to meet the needs of this population have typically done so through inclusion, resource pull-out, and special separate schools. Like our public school counterparts, we incur greater
Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA) for parentally-placed students in private schools must be accessed by every Catholic school. While this funding is not sufficient to meet every need, it is significant enough to fight for. In addition, more effort to influence legislation at the state level must be put forth. When only a handful of states are providing support at the level of New Jersey, it is clear that more energy and resources need to be spent on this major source of education funding in other states.

While we have come a long way in our ability to serve students with special needs, our Catholic schools still fall short as a collective group. Providing teachers with the skills to include as many learners with mild disabilities as possible will go a long way toward promoting a paradigm shift that embraces inclusion. With adequate funding, expansion of special programming to include well-prepared resource personnel will bring even more of the marginalized students into the fold. At a time when public dollars are difficult to obtain, we would do well to help state legislators see the wisdom of following the example of federal support under IDEIA. Only through these initiatives will we be able to reach diverse learners and truly live out our mission as the universal Church.
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DeFiore (2006) provides a comprehensive review of elements that have shaped the state of special education in Catholic schools. The article speaks of the bishops’ vision without teeth and the theoretical support provided under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA). DeFiore discusses the demand for services that are not met
because of a lack of resources, expertise, and funding. The article concludes by allowing that much has occurred over the past decade, but more is needed. To meet this need, DeFiore states that diocesan and local leaders must face the challenge of inspiring the laity to respond to this need with the necessary enthusiasm.

We believe that high quality special education comes out of a culture of inclusiveness and is not impacted as greatly by resources as DeFiore and others would suggest. The focus on the inequities in funding between public and private schools often provides an opportunity to justify the inability to provide services for children with special needs. In truth, special education is mandated but not fully funded in public schools as well. At the time that the original special education act, Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, was signed into law, President Ford warned that the mandates would far exceed the allocated resources. His hope was that Congress would revise the law to be more realistic before it was enacted in 1978. These revisions never happened and the mandates of the law continue to exceed the funding (Freedman, Bisbicos, Jentz, & Orenstein, 2005).

The pockets of excellent practice that are evident in many Catholic schools demonstrate that Catholic school teachers and administrators can develop an attitude of inclusiveness as well as problem-solving models that allow excellent programming and accommodations to develop in settings that are not funded adequately. For example, Dayton Catholic Elementary School serves an at-risk population in an urban setting without adequate funding for children with special needs. The teachers and administrator have worked hard to develop the skills needed to make accommodations for all children in their school. They have a well-established intervention assistance team that provides support for the child, the teacher, and the parents as all stakeholders work together to educate the children in the school. This problem-solving model and emphasis on the notion that all children can learn has led to a climate of learning and acceptance.

Change substantive enough to provide all children in Catholic schools an appropriate education, necessitates a reexamination of the historical diocesan parish school structure. In our opinion, the moral mandate to serve all Catholic students is a matter of designing an educational system that accommodates all. Under the current structure of diocesan parish schools, DeFiore clearly articulates that this is not probable. A united national Church effort, like the one outlined by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) in their 2005 document is needed. Leaders from education, business, the community, as well as the Committee on Education of the USCCB and the National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA), given the mandate to envision a system and a resource structure for meeting the moral
responsibility to the Church to provide appropriate education for all of its members would be a first step in changing the current fragmented approach to serving students with disabilities in Catholic schools.
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DeFiore documents our efforts to offer educational experiences in the least restrictive environment while highlighting our chronic lack of funds and resources to adequately serve children with special needs. He notes the sad reality that parents of children with disabilities “are confronted with a hard choice: enroll in a Catholic school and possibly forego essential rights and services for their child or enroll in a public school and retain those rights and services” (2006, pp. 463-464).

The reason our schools receive only a pittance rather than a fair share of those funds Catholics pay every day in taxes is explored in Lockwood’s (2000) article “Anti-Catholicism and the History of Catholic School Funding” which explains that

While many assume prohibition of aid to Catholic schools or voucher programs to Catholic school parents to be a question of constitutional interpretation of the First Amendment Establishment Clause, the history of Catholic school funding